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Operations officially ended on 4 October 1971, by which
time it had travelled 10.5 km and had obtained more
than 20 000 single pictures (to assist with driving operations) and over 200 panoramas. It conducted about 500
lunar regolith tests by pressing a probe into the ground,
observed wheel tracks to estimate regolith mechanical
properties, and made chemical composition measurements by means of an X-ray spectrometer at 25 locations. The Lunokhods were originally conceived as
vehicles which would survey and prepare sites for
human landings, but they became highly effective
explorers in their own right.
The landing spacecraft, Luna 17, had dual ramps by
which Lunokhod 1 could be driven down to the surface.
Lunokhod 1 consisted of a near-cylindrical pressurized
compartment, tapered slightly towards the base, on eight
independently powered wheels. Internal temperatures
were maintained at night by a radioisotope heater. On
top were a conical omnidirectional antenna and a highgain helical antenna. Two television cameras mounted at
the front provided information to drivers on Earth. Two
panoramic cameras were mounted on each side of the
body, one facing outwards and one facing downwards,
both providing 180° views from the forward to backward directions.

10 November 1970: Luna 17/Lunokhod 1 (Soviet
Union)
Luna 17 carried the 750 kg Lunokhod 1 rover, which
could be remotely controlled by a five-person crew at a
communication center outside Moscow. This was the
first remotely controlled rover mission ever carried out.
The spacecraft was launched from Baikonur at 14:44
UT, placed in a parking orbit, then sent to the Moon.
It entered lunar orbit on 15 November, initially circular
at 90 km altitude with an inclination of 141°. Later its
low point was dropped to 20 km, and it landed on 17
November at 03:47 UT at a position usually given as
38.28° N, 35.00° W in northwestern Mare Imbrium (see
below).
Lunokhod rolled off the east-facing ramp of its lander
at 06:28 UT. It was intended to operate for three lunar
days but survived for eleven lunar days (322 Earth days).

The body also supported deployable experiments to
contact the lunar regolith for density and mechanical
property tests. An X-ray spectrometer for soil composition measurements, a regolith radioactivity detector, an
instrument for solar and cosmic X-ray observations, cosmic-ray detectors, and a French laser retroreflector were
also operated. Lunokhod was powered by batteries which
could be charged by solar cells mounted on the underside
of a large convex folding lid, which was closed at night to
help insulate the interior and opened during the day.
Luna 17 landed about 60 km southwest of
Promontorium Heraclides, the southern end of the
Montes Jura surrounding Sinus Iridum. The exact site
has not been pinpointed but a possible candidate for a
large crater seen by the rover is identified in Figure 242,
based on a comparison of the Lunokhod route map
(Figures 243 to 245) with the best orbital images of the
region. Based on this possible identification, the current
coordinates of the rover are believed to be 35.190° W,
38.287° N. In 2006 new laser shots were to be made at
that point.
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Figure 240 shows the region in which Luna 17 landed.
This was the most northerly landing site on the Moon
during the missions of the Luna and Apollo period, about
1200 km north of Surveyor 1 and Apollo 12. Figure 241
shows the landing site in increasing detail, identifying the
tentative site identification described above.

The route of Lunokhod 1 is mapped in Figures 242,
243 and 244. The three figures correspond to three
sections of the map in Figure 24IE, also shown as an
inset in Figure 243. The 500 m grid overlay shows
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distances measured from the landing site. X represents
location of X-ray measurements of soil composition. P
represents locations where panoramic images were
obtained. Areas labelled as Plans 1 to 7 are mapped in
more detail in Figures 245 and 246. Inset images in
Figure 242 show the view to the east from Lunokhod 1
before it left its lander (lower left) and the Luna 17 lander
viewed from Lunokhod 1 on 20 January 1971 (upper
right). These maps are composites of several illustrations
in Vinogradov (1971a, b), incorporating attempts to
resolve differences between the originals.
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Lunokhod 1 began by driving south from its landing
site (Figure 242). After two lunar days it stopped at its
southernmost point in a 150 m diameter crater. On the
third day it returned to the lander, moving faster as its
drivers gained experience. On the fourth day it moved
towards the north (Figure 243), spending three lunar
days exploring the largest craters it encountered.
It drove around the rim of a roughly 500 m diameter
subdued crater during this time. This crater may be
visible in Figure 241D.
In its final months of activity Lunokhod 1 was driven
further north, generally in the direction of the hills seen
from the original landing site. It was navigated around a
cluster of craters during the summer of 1971. In its final
month it moved only a short distance as it was wearing
out. Operations ceased when the internal radioactive
heat source was depleted and equipment froze during
the eleventh lunar night.
The vehicle was parked in a position which was supposed to allow its laser retroreflector to be used for later
ranging studies, but this may not have been successful,
perhaps due to an unexpected failure.
The seven detailed plans in Figure 245 are adapted
from figures in Vinogradov (1971b). They show the locations of craters and rocks in areas which were selected for
detailed mapping, as well as the pattern of rover operations in each location. P represents locations at which one
or more panoramic images were made. Note that on the
smaller-scale maps of the whole route (Figures 242 to
244) the details of rocks and craters are somewhat schematic. In these plans they should be more reliable.
Lunokhod 1 was not normally driven when the Sun
was low in the sky because long shadows made safe
driving difficult, or when the Sun was too high to show
relief clearly.
The area immediately surrounding the Luna 17 landing site (Figure 246) was mapped using Lunokhod 1
images. The lander made two footpad impressions during the touchdown, and its rocket exhaust disturbed soil
on its southwest side. The ramps were lowered and the
controllers drove Lunokhod 1 off the eastern ramp on
17 November.
After two lunar days exploring south of the lander,
Lunokhod 1 was navigated back to the landing stage to
spend the lunar night a few meters southwest of the
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Several Lunokhod 1 panoramas shown in Figure 247
have been reprojected to make the horizon level. The
region is generally flat, presenting no difficulty to mobility except near larger craters. Lunokhod panoramas are
often printed in reverse (flipped right to left), but are
corrected here based on comparisons with the detailed
site plans. The bell-shaped object at the top of each
panorama is an orientation indicator.
Additional panoramas from Lunokhod 1 are
included in Figure 248.
Figure 249A, B and C are three views from Lunokhod
1 of hills seen on the horizon. 249A and 249B show a

lander. After the Sun rose again the rover was driven
around the lander and set off in a northerly direction on
7 February 1971. The scale is only approximate in this
very rough sketch map.

group of hills lying roughly NNW of Luna 17, as seen
from the landing site (249A) and from the plan 7 area
(249B). Figure 249C includes several small hills due
north of the Plan 7 area, probably only local relief and
so not useful for locating the site. The other hills may be
more useful, but uncertainties in orientation of the
panoramas make it difficult to use these features to
pinpoint the site precisely. Figure 249D shows the most
likely identification of these distant hills, on a ridge to
the west of Promontorium Heraclides. The peak indicated by the arrow may be the most prominent of the
hills seen on the horizon. It lies 60 km from Luna 17.
Figure 249E shows the landing region with dots
marking the targets of laser reflection attempts on 5
and 6 December 1970 (Vinogradov 1971b). The white
ellipse shows the approximate size of the instantaneous
laser-illuminated area. Reflections were obtained from
points 1 and 2, but only very weakly from 3 and hardly at
all from 4. T is the tracking estimate of the site. The
landing site suggested in Figure 241E (L, shown as a dot
with a white center) is within 6 km of T.
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Figure 240 Luna 17 landing area.
Base map: ACIC Lunar chart LAC 24 (Sinus Iridum), original
scale 1:1000 000, 1st edition, September 1966.

Figure 241 The Luna 17 landing site.
Figures 241B and 241C show several craters similar in size to
the largest one in the Lunokhod route map. All were examined
closely, using the more recent Clementine long wavelength
infrared (LWIR) images where possible. The most promising
candidate is shown in Figures 241D and 241E, which compare
the Lunokhod route map base (Figure 241E) with the LWIR
image. A low double ridge on the western horizon (241F), seen
by Lunokhod 1 while still on its landing stage, may be the rim of a
fresh crater with bright ejecta in the Apollo image, appearing
dark in the LWIR image.
The relief map in Figure 241E is the background image from
Figures 242, 243 and 244, which show the rover route. It was
drawn by P. Stooke. A digital version of an early version of this
page was intended to fly on Transorbital's Trailblazer mission
(page 413).
Base maps: Figures 241 A: ACIC Lunar Chart LAC 24 (Sinus
Iridum), original scale 1:1 000000,1st edition, September 1966;
Figures 241B and C: details from Apollo 15 Hasselblad frame
AS15-93-12714, rectified from its original highly oblique view;
Figure 241D: Clementine LWIR image Ila4583m_049; Figure
241E: shaded relief base of Lunokhod route map.
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Figure 241 (cont.)
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Figure 242 Lunokhod 1 route map, southern section.
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Figure 243 Lunokhod 1 route map, central section.
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Figure 244 Lunokhod 1 route map, northern section
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Figure 245 Plans of Lunokhod 1 study sites.
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Figure 245 (cont.)

Figure 246 Luna 17 landing site plan.
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Figure 247 Lunokhod 1 panoramas.
Figure 247A:
Figure 247B:
Figure 247C:
Figure 247D:
Figure 247E:

Panorama made just after Lunokhod left the landing stage on 17 November 1970.
Plan 2 area looking south.
Luna 17 landing stage observed when Lunokhod 1 returned to it on 20 January 1971.
Tracks and distant hills from the Plan 7 area, looking north.
Panorama made on 21 December 1970 near Lunokhod's southernmost point.
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Figure 248 Lunokhod 1 panoramas.
Figure 248A: The plan 2 area, looking southeast. The crater is 8 m in diameter.
Figure 248B: The plan 7 area looking south, showing a fresh 4 m diameter crater.
Figure 248C: The plan 3 area looking southwest. The crater is 30 m across.
Figure 248D: Panorama made on 18 February 1971, looking south. Lunokhod 1 has just emerged from the crater in the background.
Figure 248E: This panorama is from one of the downward-facing panoramic cameras, giving a view from the front (left) to the rear
(right) with the wheels at the bottom edge. The round object at center is the top view of the bell-shaped orientation indicating
device shown in other panoramas. This image was taken in the Plan 1 area.
Lunokhod 1 images are courtesy of V. V. Shevchenko (Sternberg State Astronomical Institute) and A. Wasserman (USGS Flagstaff).
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Figure 249 Locating the Luna 17 site.
Base maps. Figure 240: as Figure 240. Figure 249E: as Figure 241B.

